Abstract: Optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems are becoming more commonly used in biomedical imaging and, to enable continued uptake, a reliable method of characterizing their performance and validating their operation is required. This paper outlines the use of femtosecond laser subsurface micro-inscription techniques to fabricate an OCT test artifact for validating the resolution performance of a commercial OCT system. The key advantage of this approach is that by utilizing the nonlinear absorption a three dimensional grid of highly localized point and line defects can be written in clear fused silica substrates.
Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a technology that has gained acceptance as a noninvasive method for characterizing soft tissue and other turbid media [1] . It has widely been explored for use as a diagnostic tool in clinical medicine, with commercial devices now available in ophthalmology [2] , dermatology [3] and interventional cardiology [4] . As OCT is increasingly translated to end-users, there is a growing requirement for robust test and characterization methods, suitable for deployment with commercial instruments and use by non-experts users. Moreover, European regulations for medical devices are quality system based [5] . Hence, established calibration methods for key instrument parameters can ease the regulatory process [6] . This approach has previously been observed in now established fields of medical imaging [7] and is expected to be an important for the widespread adoption of OCT for routine procedures.
A review of the types of artifacts used to date for characterizing and standardizing optical imaging instruments is given by Pogue et al. [8] . A conventional metric for OCT characterization is the resolution, often defined as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the system point-spread function (PSF) in axial and lateral dimensions [9] . Murali et al. [10] have disputed this definition, showing that it is insensitive to optical aberrations incurred in high numerical aperture OCT. Detailed measurements of OCT PSFs have previously been obtained by imaging scattering medium [11] , nano-shells suspended in an aqua solution [7, 12] and particles dispersed within a transparent matrix [1, 9] . This last method has been demonstrated in both Fourier [13] and time domain [7] OCT. Both Ralston [14] and Woolliams et al. [15] have then used these measurements to remove the influence of the instrument function from OCT B-scan images.
The formation of PSF artifacts or phantoms by mixing sub-micrometer particles into a matrix material presents a number of challenges. Firstly, small particles have a low backscattering cross-section and consequently can manifest as a barely detectable signal in the OCT image. Furthermore, prevention of particle clumping is essential for valid PSF measurements. Processing of the data is complicated by random particle placement associated with the mixing process. Whilst these particle based phantoms have proved to be a useful tool for OCT characterization a new approach is required for them to be more amenable to users and suppliers of OCT equipment. An optimal design would precisely position PSF targets in predetermined locations within the artifacts.
In this article, we present a PSF artifact produced using femtosecond optical pulses to introduce micron scale defects within a polished fused silica substrate. This manufacturing process provides the necessary control to accurately position the defect position. Furthermore, this method may be fully automated to produce repeatable artifacts.
Femtosecond laser machining and inscription of transparent and other media is well established and has been used to write waveguide and grating structures in silica as well as for the production of complex structures and parallel sided hole drilling [16] [17] [18] [19] . The primary advantage of femtosecond lasers is the ability to interact with materials only at the focal point of the laser beam. The material-pulse interaction has an energy threshold originating from non-linear absorption in the material, leading to a range of physical mechanisms such as ionization. This enables transparent materials like silica to be micromachined. Hence, the purpose of this study was to evaluate femtosecond inscription as a candidate technology for producing OCT resolution artifacts.
Materials and Methods
A J-Series Femtosecond machining system built by Oxford Lasers Ltd, UK was used to write the PSF targets into a 30x25x2 mm pure silica substrate (Ibsen Photonics, Denmark). The substrate was held on a computer controlled multi-axis translation stage for laser writing. The laser inside the system was an s-pulse HP laser (Amplitude Systems, France) capable of producing sub 450 fs pulses at a wavelength of 1026 nm. The inscription lens was a Mitutoyo M Plan Apo NIR x100 lens having a numerical aperture of 0.50 and focal length f = 2 mm yielding a Rayleigh criterion focused spot size of ~2.5 µm.
The PSF artifact structure comprised a series of lines, written at different pulse energies as shown in Fig. 1 . Lines of continuous refractive index change were written by translating the sample at a constant speed of 1mm/s with a pulse repetition rate of 100 kHz. Under these conditions, individually inscribed point defects overlap to form a continuous line. The line pitch was set to 75 µm for both perpendicular axes, with the first line written at a depth of 75 µm from silica surface. The maximum laser power at the objective lens was 4.1 W (i.e. 41µJ per pulse and a peak pulse power of ~0.1GW). The inscription energy was set as a percentage of the maximum. The percentages chosen were 100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1, 0.5 and 0.25% of the maximum laser energy giving a range of energies from 41 to 0.1025 µJ. Lines were written in pairs at each energy level, with 100% lines written to facilitate location in microscope and OCT images. The artifact was first evaluated using an optical microscope (Axioskop 2, Carl Zeiss, Germany) and the size of the defects estimated for each of the power settings and the different depths by measuring the inscribed line widths. A 20x magnification imaging lens (Plan Neofluar 20x/0.50) was used to acquire microscope images of the sample. The artifact was also imaged using an OCT instrument (EX1301, Michelson Diagnostics, UK). This swept-source OCT system operates at a central wavelength of 1305 nm and has previously been measured to have a lateral resolution (FWHM) of 8.4 µm and axial resolution (FWHM) of 10.9 µm [9] . This instrument comprises four interferometric channels focused at different depths to obtain an extended depth of field. However, in the present analysis only results from a single channel are presented. To obtain an oversampled estimate of the average OCT response to each detected point, 40 B-scans were combined. This averaging also smooths out any granularity in the inscribed line. Corresponding points in each B-scan were aligned from the peak location of a two-dimension Gaussian fit to the raw linear intensity data. The oversampled data was interpolated onto a regular grid for visualization. Specular backreflection from the artifact surface was avoided by mounting the sample with a 3.0 degree tilt relative to the incident OCT beam. Following OCT analysis, the artifact was cleaved along the OCT B-scan plane and etched in hydrofluoric acid (40% initial concentration diluted 20:1 with distilled water) for 20 minutes. One half of the etched artifact was imaged with a confocal microscope (LEXT, Olympus)
Results
The effect of varying the laser power on the width of the target line can be clearly seen in Fig.  2a . Three pairs of lines are shown, in which the feature width broadens with increasing inscription power. The degree of broadening was determined using quantitative phase microscopy (QPm), from which the inscription was identified as a distinct phase modulation, demonstrated in Fig. 2b . Figure 3 shows the average widths of the lines in the upper layer as a function of laser power. Along any given line 6 measurements were taken and then averaged. The measured defects range from 0.5 to 7.6 µm in width, corresponding with power levels of 5-100%. The lines written at a power of <5% were found to be too close to the resolution of the microscope for accurate assessment of their size. depths of 75 µm, corresponding with rows 1-6 respectively. At different depths similar trends were observed. Figure 5 also shows axial and lateral measurements taken using a confocal microscope of the lines from the end face (etched surface) of the sample. The lateral diameters here are smaller than shown in Fig. 3 , this is probably due to the higher contrast ratio of the etched sample making it easier to focus on the defect. Oversampled plots of the PSF at different positions in the B-scan plane are shown in color in Fig. 6 , showing the clear trend in the shape as the inscription pulse energy is reduced. There is also a notable change in the OCT measurement for points at different depths. The 10% laser power gives noticeable smaller features than the 100% laser power. (C) 2011 OSAFor 2.5% laser power it was not possible to measure the feature with the OCT system. However, the images in Fig. 7 shows the presence of an inscribed feature at the 2.5% power level for depths between 75 and 300 µm. 
Discussion
The femtosecond inscription mechanism results in highly spatially localized index changes relative to the substrate material. In fused silica this is believed to be due to a resultant material density or chemical change leading to a change in the refractive index. The nature of the pulse-material interaction leads to a resultant variation in the dimensions and appearance of the spot as the thresholds for inscription and ablation with the resultant void creation are exceeded. The elongated elliptical shape shown in the higher intensity artifact lines is characteristic of a focused beams' incident intensity profile where the minimum threshold value is taken to be that of the material threshold. Above this threshold the material in plasma state undergoes rarefaction and subsequent densification during thermal cooling leading to the index change or void creation. The apparent increase in complexity of the structure is a feature of the spatial intensity variation and subsequent nonlinear absorption at and around the focus at higher incident intensities. At lower incident intensities the profile of the energy distribution above threshold is more localized and results in a more spherical cross-section of index change profile. For this work small voids, below or close to the resolution of the system, were required so the determination of the inscription threshold for the laser system was crucial.
The initial samples written consist of a regular series of line defects written by translating the sample through the focus of the laser beam. The individual defects overlap to produce a long line defect. At a constant repetition rate of 100 kHz, different pulse energies and depths were used to see the effect on the defects and their visibility to the OCT. A grid of lines was written where the vertical rows of the sample had varying pulse energies, this allowed the variation of energy and depth to be examined. At one end of the lines the finish points were staggered to allow the lower levels to be imaged with the OCT and microscope without optical aberrations from other levels being introduced when viewed from above. The deepest lines were written first so that during the inscription the laser pulses were not affected by passing through previously written structures.
The use of femtosecond inscription theoretically allows a calibration artifact to be designed to test the resolution of OCT systems from a single B-scan. This can be achieved by inscribing lines perpendicular to the scan planes, creating point like refractive index variations in each 2D B-scan. However, the nature of the femtosecond writing process results in a slight granularity of the lines in terms of the refractive index change. When examined using the OCT this results in a variation in the brightness of response from each line in subsequent B-scan resulting in a 'flicker' when consecutive slices are observed. For the lowest energy inscriptions, the fine intensity threshold dependence for significant index change means that some lines are only visible in a fraction of the B-scans. Hence there is a need to acquire several dozen B-scans to enable accurate results. Although this refractive index variation currently means that a single B-scan may not yield a complete picture of the OCT resolution it indicates the potential for the use of the inscription technique and ability through multiple scans for it to acquire the information required. In addition, the controllable relative positioning of the refractive index features, and subsequent scattering features, also may be used to help calibrate the axial scaling of the resulting OCT images and B-scan field of view distortion. This is important when OCT images are going to be used for the measurement and subsequent monitoring of possible disease processes. The OCT instrument pixel size used for this study corresponded to 4.15 µm laterally and 3.92 µm axially (assuming a silica medium at 1300 nm or 5.6 µm axially in air). In prior studies the theoretical axial resolution (FWHM of the intensity) of this instrument (processed with a Hann window) was found to be 10.9 µm and the lateral was 8.2 µm [9] . Figure 5 shows the dimensions of the smallest lines to be 1.28 µm (lateral) and 6.6 µm (axial). Since this is below the resolution of the OCT system the points appear to be spherical in Fig. 6 . A key challenge is to reliably reduce the feature size in the axial direction so that it is closer to those shown in Fig. 7 . This will allow artifacts to be made that can be used to calibrate systems on the 1-2 µm scale.
The axial size of the points was found to vary significantly with the power setting as would be expected from the microscope images. There was also considerable spread in size, due to the variability in the appearance of the defects. Estimating the PSF of larger defects, written with higher power, was unreliable due to the speckle (the secondary features that can be seen on the high power points shown in Fig. 4 ). This speckle make the PSF fitting unreliable and can be explained by the formation of micro-cracks, voids or additional stress in the material caused by the higher power exposure.
In order to estimate the instrument PSF from the data a subsection of the data containing only the weakest points was taken. For each B-scan the points were located in the image using a threshold filter then a Gaussian fit was applied through the middle of each point in the axial and lateral directions. The goodness-of-fit was calculated, and if found to be less than 0.95 (normalized to 1) then the point was rejected, this helped reject false points caused by image artifacts and gave more robust results.
No defects were reliably visible using the OCT system for powers <5%, suggesting that the resultant refractive index induced by inscription is smaller than the OCT can observe and / or that the energy threshold for index has not been met for the smallest intensity levels. The small size of the inscribed feature leads to an extremely small fraction of the light being backscattered into the OCT instrument requiring the use of highly sensitive instrumentation. The size of the artifacts, measured using a microscope, compare well to the theoretical ideal for the creation of a direct OCT PSF measurement. This is because it is significantly smaller than the resolution of the instrumentation and thus approximates to a delta function in the convolution of the object and instrument PSF that forms the final image [20] . The nature of the inscription approximating to a cylindrical line at these low inscription energies means that this can give yield a measure of OCT point spread function in two orthogonal directions.
The weakest points, corresponding to the top 4 layers and the power settings 5% and 10% were looked at in detail. At power levels of 20% and above, axial bifurcation of the points was observed in individual OCT B-scans. However, when multiple OCT images of a single point were combined, the bifurcation ceased and its place and axial tail was evident, as shown clear seen in Figs. 6b-e and g-j. The effect of averaging indicates that the bifurcation effect is possibly due to interference between light reflected from the top and bottom of the defects that exhibit a noticeable depth elongation (Figs. 6a, f and k) . Chemical (HCl) etching followed by confocal microscope characterization reveals for 100% inscription power, the voids dimensions are up to 17 µm (lateral) (Fig. 6a) . The elongation effect is still visible for 10% power settings (Fig. 6c) . However, the effect is negligible in the OCT PSF measurement (Fig. 5 ) and therefore suggest a maximum inscription power levels of 10% for the present setup. Lines written at 2.5% power settings showed less elongation (Fig. 7) . It was not possible to measure these lines reliably using OCT but the confocal microscope images imply that more work should be done around this power level to optimize the line shape.
The lateral resolution varies with depth as the beam is focused into the sample. By tilting the sample the lateral resolution for the different layers allows the beam waist to be seen. Further samples with writing power optimized to give small defects are being planned.
It is worth noting that the visibility of the lines for any given power decreases with depth in the sample. This phenomenon could be due to the fact that the OCT system was focused close to the surface of the sample and away from this point the probe beam diverges. Alternatively it is possible that absorption of the femtosecond beam as it travels through the material is decreasing relative refractive index change between the modified region and its surroundings. Further investigation is required to understand this issue.
The resultant effect of the focused femtosecond pulses depends on the relative intensity of the focused spot in the sample to the material energy threshold. Low intensity pulses change the refractive index, and can be used for producing waveguide-like structures, with typical refractive index variations of around 1 x 10 −4 [14] . As the pulse energy is increased a damage threshold is reached, above which small voids can be formed at the beam focus [18] . Due to the non-linear nature of the interaction, the size of the resultant defect can be on the micron scale. However, the exact nature of the damage depends on the laser parameters, focusing optics and host material. Increasing pulse energy can result in large voids with micro-cracks forming around the written structures. The uniformity of the substrate was found to be critical in the reproducibility of the point defects. The excellent surface flatness, finish and ease of anti-reflection coating, as compared to the use of the previously used epoxy resins, were also key features of the chosen substrate.
For the successful and repeatable production of OCT artifacts both the size of the defects and the repeatability of the writing procedure needed to be investigated. Subsurface defects are very hard to accurately measure, with cleaving being the only one to give accurate results [12] .
Conclusions
This applicability of subsurface femtosecond machining techniques to the production of test artifacts for the validation of commercial OCT microscope systems has been demonstrated. The artifacts produced consisted of arrays of line defects whose size was shown to be around 1 µm. This is similar in size to the particles used in the previous OCT resolution work and is suitable for the validation of most commercial OCT systems. The advantage of the femtosecond technology is the ability to accurately place the defects at arbitrary locations in a material substrate that has well known optical properties that can be easily polished and antireflection coated. The results obtained are in agreement with those in the previous work.
Another advantage of this technology is that the accurate positioning of the defects and the variable size that can be achieved allows the artifact to also be used test the instrument scaling and sensitivity.
Current work is ongoing to optimize the laser settings and pursue improved designs which will be more sensitive tests of OCT systems than this initial trial.
